Splicing of the E2A premessenger RNA of adenovirus serotype 2. Multiple pathways in spite of excision of the entire large intron.
During the early period of infection, the 4.9 kb (kb = 10(3) bases) E2A premRNA of adenovirus serotype 2 is matured mainly into a 2.0 kb mRNA by excision of introns of 2233 and 626 nucleotides. In order to define all the possible steps of splicing occurring in vivo, we characterized splicing intermediates present after a limiting treatment of cells with cycloheximide. Three complementary methods of analysis were used: RNA transfer analysis, S1 nuclease mapping and complementary DNA-RNase assay. Our principal conclusions concerning the poly(A)+ species are as follows. The RNA intermediate family detected is more complex than expected, since two major RNA intermediates of 4.6 kb and 4.3 kb, two minor intermediates of 2.9 kb and 2.6 kb, and a 2.3 kb RNA, which represents a minor alternative mRNA form, are revealed. Despite its large size and the presence of multiple internal donor and acceptor signals, intron 1 is exclusively excised as a whole. Intron 2 is either primarily excised as a whole, removing the standard 626-nucleotide sequence, or a smaller sequence of 337 nucleotides is removed, generating the 2.3 kb alternative mRNA. Kinetics of the ligation reaction demonstrate that the minimal time for excision of intron 2 is no more than two minutes, indicating a high level of co-ordination of the multiple individual reactions occurring during excision of an intron. Besides the major pathway for E2A premRNA splicing, namely the excision first of intron 2, followed by the excision of intron 1 after a lag time of five minutes, a minor pathway (used with a frequency of 10%) can be detected where the order of intron excision was inverted. With the alternative variant of excision of intron 2, at least three different pathways are therefore used to mature the E2A premRNA. RNA intermediates resulting from the cleavage at the 5' end of introns and branching can be detected by S1 mapping experiments, but their low accumulative level (1% relatively to the initial premRNA) precluded their direction by RNA transfer experiments and their complete characterization.